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semantically relevant peer DBMS are acquainted or become
close in the overlay [10].

Abstract—Peer-to-Peer database management systems have
become an important topic in the last few years. They rise up
p2p technology to exploit the power of available distributed
database management system technologies. Identifying
relationship between different peer schema objects is one of the
main activities so semantically relevant peer database
management systems can be acquainted and become close in the
overlay. In this paper we present our approach that measures
the similarity of peer schema objects and ultimately depicts
database management systems closeness in the overlay.
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Fig. 1. Illustration of pDBMS relatedness in PDMS.

I. INTRODUCTION
Peer-to-Peer (P2P) systems become an active research
because of the opportunities for real –time communication,
ad-hoc collaboration and information sharing in a large scale
environment. The P2P systems are initially created for
sharing digital media files (e.g. music files, video, and
photos). A typical P2P system like Napster and Gnutella uses
file properties (e.g. file name, author name, etc) and provides
keyword-based exact matching lookup services [1].
Whereas unstructured data sharing has been very
successful, P2P systems are important and useful for more
than just sharing of flat files. In the last few years, various
researches have been conducted on P2Pdatabase
management systems [2]-[5]; the aim is to rise up P2P
technology to exploit the power of available distributed
database management technologies. A P2P database
management system (PDMS) is envisaged as a distributed
data integration system that provides transparent access to
collection of heterogeneous and autonomous databases
without the need for centralized logical schema [6].
In a PDMS, each peer database (i.e. pDBMS) is an
autonomous source that has a local schema. Sources store and
manage their data locally, disclosing part of their schemas to
the rest of the peers [7].
Due to the absence of the global schemas, peers convey
and answer queries based on their local schemas. Peers also
perform local coordination with their neighbors in the
overlay (i.e. acquaintees). During the acquaintance procedure,
the two peers exchange information about their local schemas
and created mediation mapping semi-automatically [8]. Peers
with new schemas simply need to provide a mapping between
their schema and any other schema already used in the system
to be part of the network [9]. A main question is how
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For example how pDBMS1 and pDBMS2 (seeFig. 1) will
be clustered together and belong to the same super peer (SP).
In this paper we present our technique that measures peers
schema relatedness so semantically related peers can be
acquainted and become semantically close in the overlay

II. DATABASE DESIGN FROM THE SEMANTIC POINT OF VIEW
The designers of DB have to deal with different „worlds‟:
The Real world, the Conceptual world and the Represented
world [11]. The real world is made up of real world objects
out of which a selected set (universe of discourse, UoD) and
specific view(s) on these selected objects is being considered
in particular DB design. The conceptual world comprises
conceptualization. A conceptualization is an abstraction that
simplified view of a UoD for some purpose [12] and is made
up of concepts and abstract relationships [11] hence a
conceptualization can be viewed as a model of the UoD.
What real world objects comprise the UoD and what
characteristics of these objects should be included in a
conceptualization are basically guided by the requirements of
the intended applications and their users. A concept in
conceptualization typically represents a collection of real
world objects satisfying the notation of the concept. Thus
concepts group individual real world objects logically into
collections [13]. The representation of the meaning of a
concept, in a designer‟s conceptualization, lies in the set of
relationships the concept has with other concepts [11]. This is
an abstraction of the designer‟s conceptualization due to his
requirements and the limitations of the representation system.
The represented world comprises representations of
conceptualization in the DB schemas therefore a DB schema
can be considered as a representation of conceptualization
that a group(s) of people share about a universe of discourse.
When building schemas the DB designers invent names to
label schema elements. Since DBs are usually designed to
model the real world, schema element names are normally
natural language nouns chosen to provide a bridge between
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them and their corresponding conceptualization [14].

III. META-DATA AND ITS USE IN DISCOVERING PEER
SCHEMA OBJECT SIMILARITIES
Building an ideal concept space for set existing DBs is not
an easy task as it requires the elicitation (involvement) of the
conceptualization of those who designed the DBs. However,
approximate concept space may be built to represent the real
world concepts modeled by the DBs by analyzing their
meta-data and eliciting relevant knowledge from the DBAs.
Meta-data is defined as data about data. Meta-data is
considered to be valuable resource for managing information
sources [15], [16].
In a typical DB integration exercise, a DB schema
integrator needs to locate DB schema objects that are relevant
to the user information requirement. An appropriate sub-set
of schema objects could be selected. In this exercise various
types of met-data are required to facilitate the above tasks. In
current typical DB integration research a common approach
is to use conceptual knowledge about information content of
DBs in the federation for the purpose of locating relevant DB
schema objects. Such knowledge is used to link schema
objects with relevant concepts in some conceptual structure(s)
such as ontologies. Two types of ontology have been used
general global ontology and domain specific ontology. The
size of the general global ontology makes its management
difficult in PDMS and the scope of concepts covered by the
ontology may not be sufficient to describe conceptualization
in some domains. On the other hand using domain-specific
ontologies is inappropriate since the semantic of peer schema
in PDMS is not known and it is not permanent certain domain
In our approach we use met-data of peer schema objects as
heuristics to determine peer schema object similarities and
use these similarities to measure the closeness of peers in
PDMS. The definition of attribute equivalence varies in the
literature. For example,the authors in [17] define two schema
objects as equivalent if a mapping function could be defined
between the values of their domain, whereas other authors
[18], [19] define two schemas to be equivalent if one can be
obtained from the other by a pre-defined set of
transformations. Reference [14] defines two schema objects
as equivalent when they represent the same real world
concept. Reference [20] introduces the concept of semantic
proximity in order to formally specify various degrees of
semantic similarity among related objects in different
application domains. Our technique reasons about the
meaning and resemblance of peer objects in terms of their
meta-data representation in order to identify those that could
be semantically related. The technique uses kind of heuristics
to determine the similarity of objects based on the
occurrences of related attributes in the objects and the
percentage of related attributes. The basis of heuristic
depends on attribute equivalence to determine whether
objects are semantically equivalent. Wordnet thesaurus is
used in [19] to help automate the identification of
semantically similar properties.

IV. THE ROLE OF WORDNET THESAURUS
A thesaurus comprises a collection of terms which are
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formally organized so that relationships between the terms
are made explicit [21]. In database integration research,
thesauri and thesauri-like concept structures have been used
for various tasks, e.g. to enable users to formulate queries in
thesaurus terms [21]; to help automate the identification of
semantically similar entities despite their local
representational differences; and to construct semantic
dictionaries. In addition, techniques developed in IR systems
have been used to determine object type similarities to assist
database integration [22] and to index databases to facilitate
resource discovery.
WordNet is a machine readable, on-line lexical database of
English words (nouns, verbs and adjectives) [19]. The words
are grouped into synsets: sets of synonyms (lists of synonym
word forms that are interchangeable in some context). The
words in a synset are selected so that they represent a single
lexical concept. One of the main assumptions underlying
WordNet is that the different meanings or senses of a given
word can be conceived unambiguously by considering the
other words in the corresponding synsets to which they
belong due to their semantic relationships.
Semantic relations are represented by a pair of synset_ids,
in which the first synset_id is generally the source of the
relation and the second is the target. If the pair synset_id,
w_num is present, the operator represents a lexical relation
between word forms. In our technique we consult synset
predicates to detect synonyms that may be used when
identifying similar objects. The synset predicate has the
following syntax:
s (synset_id, w_num, ‘word’, ss_type, sense_number, tag_state)

where an s operator is present for every word sense in
WordNet and w_num specifies the word number for this
word in the synset.For example, to find whetherscholar and
student are synonyms or not we use the following predicate:
s(X,_, scholar, _, _, _),s(X, _,student, _, _, _).

The result is either true or false depending on whether
scholar and student belong to the same synonym set or not.

V. DEGREE OF RELATEDNESS COMPUTATION
Semantic closeness between relations of peers in PDMS is
usually of interest only when the relations have some sort of
resemblance so that they can be integrated in a way that
satisfies their context and fits the user requirements.
Various types of semantic relationship are possible
between different pDBMS relations in PDMS (e.g.
equivalent, overlap, inclusion, disjoint). There are a number
of classifications reported in the literature. For example, they
can be classified according to the real world objects they
represent [13], or they can be classified with respect to a
concept space constructed for a federation [23].
We presume that two relations are Semantically Related
when they have corresponding intended Real World
Semantics (RWS) for some universe of discourse and
Semantically Incompatible when they are not semantically
related. The real-world semantics of a relation C, RWS(C), is
defined as the set of objects in the real world defined by C's
pDBMS schema definition. As we cannot depend on the
extension of relations in reality, we use relation properties as
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the basis for relation comparison, assuming that the
properties represent the intended meaning of the relations. In
a real life application, complete semantic or syntactic
equivalence between the related components of databases
being integrated should not be expected to occur very often.
Therefore, we adopt the notion of similarity rather than
equivalence between database properties as the basis of our
research. To detect whether two relations are similar, we
designed a heuristic procedure known as Relation Similarity
Detector (RSD). The RSD quantifies the measure of
similarity between two relations in disparate peers according
to a hierarchical aggregation of similar properties. If the
measure exceeds or equals a certain threshold (which can be
altered by the user), then we consider the two relations to be
similar and ultimately close.
The heuristic used in RSD is based on a hierarchical
aggregation of the results of applying several similarity
functions [24], [5]. The advantage of this approach is that our
similarity functions use meta-data that is acquired from the
properties of the relations. The following equation is used to
determine whether two relations C1, C2 from two pDBMSs
are similar/related or not:
𝑛
𝑖=1 𝐹𝑖

here refers to both attribute and its data type. To detect
whether two properties are similar or not we consider the
name and type of each property. The RPSF is given by
the following equation:
𝑅𝑃𝑆𝐹 =


Two properties are considered as equivalent if the
Property Similarity (PS) factor exceeds or equals a threshold
value, where PS is calculated by the following equation:
𝑃𝑆 =

𝑃𝑁𝑆 =

1) 𝐶1 , 𝐶2 are the two relations being compared.
2) 𝐹𝑖 are the set of similarity functions (e.g. matching
relation names, attribute names, attribute types). The
result of applying each function is a value in [0, 1].
3) 𝑊𝑖 are the function similarity weights given by the user to
the particular function, and

1,
𝑖𝑓𝑡𝑒𝑦𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑎𝑚𝑒
0.3,0.5 ,
𝑖𝑓𝑡𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑙𝑡𝑑𝑖𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑙𝑦𝑜𝑟𝑎𝑟𝑒

𝑠𝑦𝑛𝑜𝑛𝑦𝑚 (𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒𝑑𝑜𝑛 𝑊𝑜𝑟𝑑𝑁𝑒𝑡 )
0,
𝑖𝑓𝑡𝑒𝑦𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑛𝑎𝑚𝑒𝑠
1,
𝑖𝑓𝑡𝑒𝑦𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑦𝑝𝑒
𝑃𝑇𝑆 = 0.5, 𝑖𝑓𝑡𝑒𝑦𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑏𝑙𝑒𝑡𝑦𝑝𝑒
0, 𝑖𝑓𝑡𝑒𝑦𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑡𝑦𝑝𝑒𝑠


Two data types are considered compatible if they are both
members of a certain type set. For example, varchar, varchar
2, char, char (n) are compatible because they are members of
a character data type set. If the types are non-primitive
objects (i.e. user defined types), RSD is re-consulted to detect
the similarity of these types. Note that a recursive process can
occur.
The current values of threshold, weights and factors have
been chosen through our experience of running the algorithm
on a number of component database schemas. It should be
stressed here that all these values can be altered by users.
Some of the above factors could be augmented or enhanced
in the future to make the function more complex.

𝑛

𝑊𝑖 = 1
𝑖=1

4) The threshold is a value in [0,1]. There is a default value
for the threshold and this value can be altered by the user
to suit requirements. A high value forces the heuristic
algorithm to detect only the relations that have highly
similar properties and ultimately very close relations and
this could ignore some potentially related relations.
However a low value could mean the heuristic algorithm
has to reject many relations as non-close which might be
related.
Each function's similarity weight can be altered and a
higher weight can be assigned for a function that is believed
to be more efficient or important than other functions, or can
be given a zero value to a weight, if we want to eliminate the
corresponding functionality.
In what follows, we will give a definition of the similarity
functions and show how the value of each function is
calculated. We call each function a factor:
1) Relation Name Similarity Factor (RNSF) - This is
determined by the following values:

0,

𝑖𝑓𝑃𝑁𝑆 × 𝑊𝑃𝑁𝑆 = 0

𝑂𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒





where

𝑅𝑁𝑆𝐹 =

0,
𝑃𝑁𝑆 × 𝑊𝑃𝑁𝑆 + 𝑃𝑇𝑆 × 𝑊𝑃𝑇𝑆 ,


where PNS is the Property Name Similarity factor and PTS is
the Property Type Similarityfactor, and 𝑊𝑃𝑁𝑆 and 𝑊𝑃𝑇𝑆 are
the weights for PNS and PTS, respectively.The following
values are given to similar names (PNS) and similar types
(PTS):

𝐶1 , 𝐶2 × 𝑊𝑖 ≥ 𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑑 

1,
0.3,0.5 ,

𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟𝑜𝑓𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑡𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑒𝑠

𝑇𝑒𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑎𝑒𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟𝑜𝑓𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑒𝑠𝑎𝑐𝑟𝑜𝑠𝑠𝑏𝑜𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠

VI. EXAMPLE
Let us take the following two relations: Employee (see
Table I) and Worker (see Table II)in pDBMS1 and pDBMS2
respectively:
TABLE I: EMPLOYEE RELATION
Attribute
Data Type
F-Name
Varchar2(25)
Last_name
Varchar2(20)
Home_address
Varchar2(50)
Date_of_birth
Date
Salary
Number
Position
Varchar2(20)

First_name
Surename
Address
Birthday
Wage
Sex

𝑖𝑓𝑡𝑒𝑦𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑎𝑚𝑒
𝑖𝑓𝑡𝑒𝑦𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑙𝑡𝑑𝑖𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑙𝑦𝑜𝑟𝑎𝑟𝑒
𝑠𝑦𝑛𝑜𝑛𝑦𝑚 𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒𝑑𝑜𝑛𝑊𝑜𝑟𝑑𝑛𝑒𝑡
𝑖𝑓𝑡𝑒𝑦𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑛𝑎𝑚𝑒𝑠

2) Relation Property Similarity Factor (RPSF): property
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TABLE II: WORKER RELATION
Attribute
Data Type
Varchar2(25)
Varchar2(25)
char(40)
Date
Number
Char
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We will show how the heuristic module Relation
Similarity Detector measures whether the Employee and
Worker relations in pDBMS1 and pDBMS2 respectively are
close or not. We will show how each similarity function
(factor) has its value calculated and then how the aggregation
of all similarity function values is applied to evaluate whether
two relations are similar and altimetry close in the overlay.

To measure the relatedness of completely two peers we can
apply the methodology against all relations in the peers to
find out the number of equivalent relations and then apply the
following equation:
𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟𝑜𝑓𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠
𝑇𝑒𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑎𝑒𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟𝑜𝑓𝑟𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑎𝑐𝑟𝑜𝑠𝑠𝑏𝑜𝑡 peers

A. Relation Name Similarity Factor (RNSF)
As the relations Employee and Worker have different
names, the WordNet thesaurus is consulted and it is found
that Employee and Worker are synonym; therefore RNSF is
assigned the value of 0.5.

When the above ratio exceeds certain threshold the two
compared peers can be considered related and therefore close
enough to belong to the same acquaintees. The value of the
threshold is determined by how much we want to be strict.
The bigger threshold value determines more relatedness of
two peers and vice versa.

B. Relation Property Similarity Factor (RPSF)
This factor reflects the number of similar properties.
Identifying two similar properties requires that these two
properties must have at least similar names and compatible
data types and their combination must exceed or equal a
threshold value. Let us assume that WPNS (the weight of
PNS) is 0.8, WPTS (the Weight of PTS) is 0.2 and the
threshold value is 0.4.
Let us take F_name form Employee relation and
First_name from Worker relation. Since both attributes are
spelt differently therefore PNS is assigned the value of 0.3.
Similarly the data type is equivalent therefore PTS is
assigned the value of 1.
The value of PS is 0.3 × 0.8 + 1 × 0.2 = 0.44 and we
consider F_name and First_name are similar properties.
Similarly let us take Salary from Employee relation and
Wage from Worker relation. Since attributes are spelt
differently, the WordNet thesaurus is consulted and it is
found that Salary and Wage are synonym therefore PNS is
assigned the value of 0.5. Similarly the data type is equivalent
therefore PTS is assigned the value of 1. The value of PS is
0.5 × 0.8 + 1 × 0.2 = 0.6 and we consider Salary and Wage are
similar properties. The property similarities in both relations
and how PS factor is calculated are shown in (Table III).The
average number of properties across both relations is 12/2= 6.
Therefore RPSF = 4/6 = 0.66
After calculating all factors, we can measure the closeness
of the Employee and Worker relations. If we assume that
WRNSF =0.4 and WRPSF = 0.6 and the threshold value is 0.6.
The closeness is calculated using (1).

VII.

In this paper we have explained the importance of
measuring the semantic relationship between different
pDBMS schema objects in PDMS. We have presented our
approach which depends on using PDMS schema properties
to measure the closeness of different pDBMS schema objects
in PDMS. We described RSD, the heuristic we use to
quantify the measure of similarity between two relations
according to a hierarchical aggregation of similarity factors.
An example to clarify the methodology was given.
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